Video classification is one of the rising fields in the video analysis. A large number of videos are accessed by people's daily from television and internet. It is easy for humans to index the video from the collection of videos which contains news, cartoon, sports, comedy and drama. Among the categories, sports video plays a vital role due to their commercial demand. There is a similarity between the different sports video which makes the classification task difficult. In this study, the sports video categorization for five categories of sports like football, cricket, volleyball, tennis and basketball is presented. The sports video categorization system uses Higher Order Spectra Features (HOSF) for the feature extraction from video frames and multiclass Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for the classification of videos. The system gives average classification accuracy of 93.44% using HOSF and multiclass SVM classifier.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sports video categorization by measuring video without thresholding is discussed in [1] . The input video frames are represented with a color histogram and are enhanced to reduce the features. The similarity of the videos is compared by nearest neighbor classifier. Amateur sports video genre categorization is described in [2] . The dense trajectories are calculated by k-means clustering algorithm. The bins and Bag Of Words (BOW) values are calculated by the mean and standard deviation to prevent the trajectories of the players from the audience. Motion boundary histogram and histogram oriented gradients are used as default parameters. The radial basis function based SVM is used for classification. Sport event videos categorization by trajectory and speed is described in [3] . The speed of motion in the video which represents the trajectory is measured by randomness in position vector magnitude and angular displacements in time series. The classification is made by Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Sports video classification using color feature and HMM is discussed in [4] . The input video frames are extracted by color features due to speed change in video frame. Then the classification is made by HMM.
Automatic sports video genre categorization is discussed in [5] . At first, the videos are significantly chosen by the key-frame clustering. The scale invariant feature transform is used to search the visual words in the Geometry Visual Phrase (GVP). Then GVP and visual words are connected to form the histogram enhancement. Then the SVM classifier is used for classification. Categorization of sports video using camera motion parameters is described in [6] . Initially the video sequence is extracted from the camera motion extraction ratio and camera motion transition. The nine sports video sequences are categorized by these two features which are analyzed separately.
Categorizing sports video by statistical analyzing and camera motion parameters is discussed in [7] . The video frames are extracted by camera motion parameters like camera motion transition and camera motion extraction ratio. The four types of camera motion parameters like shake, fix, zoom and pan are extracted. They are used to classify the videos. Sports videos for fast unsupervised ego-action learning are described in [8] . The motion feature is used for feature extraction after removing noises like motion blur, splashing water, glare and projectiles. The stacked Dirichlet process mixture model is automatically used for the histogram enhancement of the video frames.
Automatic sports genre classification using edge feature application is discussed in [9] . The input video frames are extracted by edge features. The knearest neighbor classifier is used for the classification of videos. Sports genre classification framework based on close up view and pre detection is discussed in [10] . The video key frames are identified by close up views in first level. BOW model is used in second level for feature extraction using scale invariant feature transform. SVM classifier is used for the sports genre classification.
An efficient technique for sports video categorization using HOSF and multiclass SVM classifier is presented. The organization of paper is as follows: In Section 2 materials and methods for sports video categorization are discussed. Section 3 the experimental results and discussion are presented. The last section concludes the sports video categorization.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
The sports video categorization system is achieved by two main stages; feature extraction and classification. In this study, HOSF is used for feature extraction and multiclass SVM is used for classification. In feature extraction stage, the HOSF is applied for each video sequence frame by frame to extract the features and saved in database. Then the multiclass SVM classifier is used for the categorization of sports videos. The block diagram of sports video categorization is shown in figure 1.
A. HOSF Feature extraction
HOSF extracts both phase information and amplitude of the given input. The cumulant spectra and moment spectra which are present in the HOSF can be used for deterministic and random process. The bi-spectrum for one-dimensional function is a two-dimensional function. So, the bi-spectrum of two-dimensional images is a four-dimensional function. The third order statistics namely, the bispectrum is used. The HOSF is also used in analysis of electro-enchepalogram signals [11] and de-noising method for noise estimation [12] . The bi-spectrum is defined by,
is the Fourier transform and   T denotes the expectation operation. The one-dimensional projection and two-dimensional bi-spectrum is employed by the average bi-spectrum such as it is defined by,
where   l k  is the projection of the image m(u,v) at angle  . Then the each onedimensional projection is computed by the average bispectrum is defined by,
In this study HOSF is used to extract the input video frame by frame in the video sequences.
Fig. 1 Sports video classification system-workflow

B. Multiclass SVM classifier
SVM is a machine learning algorithm with superior properties. SVM classifier is easy to understand, robust and performs well in real time situations. Comparing to others SVM has global solutions. The SVM classifier automatically finds the support vectors for the better classification. Hyperplane which is constructed by the SVM classifier separates into two categories. SVM classifier has a high dimensional data and superior generality. Consider the input samples 
The SVM classifier constructs the hyperplane with maximum distance between the different classes. The set of vectors is separated by the hyperplane and the distance between the closest vectors in the hyperplane. SVM classifier is also used in glaucoma diagnosis [13] , brain tumor detection [14] and license plate localization [15] . The multiclass SVM performs the classification of unknown sports video into the predefined class of video. The extracted feature from the input video sequence which is stored in feature database is given to multiclass SVM classifier for the categorization purpose among the five classes. The system uses k-fold cross validation. The k-fold cross validation technique is also used in supervised adaption technique [16] . The SVM classifier uses 10-fold cross validation for the classification. The SVM construct the hyperplane to separate the given number of classes.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the sports video categorization system is evaluated by datasets which are obtained by television broadcast from different sessions. Figure  2 shows the sample video frames from each category in the database.
(a) Cricket (b) Football (c) Volleyball (d) Tennis
(e) Basketball
Fig. 2 Sample video frames in the database for five classes
Five hundred (500) video clips are collected from the television for performance evaluation. Among these 500 video clips, one hundred (100) video clips are from five sports category like cricket, football, volleyball, tennis and basketball. Each sports video clip is composed of 500 frames with 128x128 resolutions with 20 second duration. From the each category video the 50 clips for testing and 50 clips for training are randomly selected.
At first, the input video sequences are separated into frame by frame for performance evaluation. Then the HOSF technique is used to extract the features and stored in the database. Then, the multiclass SVM classifier with 10-fold indices is used to perform the sports video categorization. The performance of the sports video categorization is measured in terms of accuracy. Table 1 shows the classification accuracy of sports videos in each category. From Table 1 , it is observed that the maximum classification accuracy of 95.2% is obtained by classifying the cricket videos. The minimum classification accuracy of 91.7% is obtained by the tennis class using multiclass SVM. The other sports video classes like football, volleyball and basketball produces 94.3%, 92.3% and 93.7%. Only cricket and football classes produce 100% accuracy using multiclass SVM classifier in a single fold at least. The lowest classification accuracy of 85% is produced by tennis class using HOSF and multiclass SVM classifier.
TABLE 1 Classification accuracies of sports videos in each category
10-Fold cross validation Classification Accuracy (%) Cricket Football Volleyball Tennis Basketball
IV. CONCLUSION
An efficient method for sports video categorization among different classes using HOSF and multiclass SVM is presented. The different sports video classes like, cricket, football, volleyball, tennis and basketball are used in this study. The input video clips are converted into frame by frame. Each video clips consist of 500 frames. These video frames are given to the HOSF module for feature extraction and stored in the database. Then the multiclass SVM classifier with 10fold cross validation is used for the classification of sports videos into their respective category. Results show that the system provides average classification accuracy of 93.44% using HOSF and multiclass SVM classifier. Among the five different sports video category, the classification of cricket videos gives the better classification accuracy.
